## PRICE LIST

### CUSTOM TERMS & CONDITIONS ONLY

This price list is for use with Purchase Orders that specify terms and conditions different from Frontline Systems’ standard terms and conditions at www.solver.com/license and www.solver.com/warranty. (Note: Purchase Orders that include written acceptance of our standard terms and conditions, overriding any preprinted terms and conditions, receive a 20% discount from these prices.) Examples of custom terms and conditions include, but are not limited to: License terms or durations different from our standard; warranty language different from our standard; any special support, repair or service language different from our standard; any type of indemnification language (additional charges apply for patent indemnification); any specific requirement that we carry insurance; any specific terms concerning US or foreign taxation, requirement to complete U.S. or foreign tax forms other than IRS W-9; any terms obliging us to conform to a "code of social responsibility" different from our own core values and standards; any requirement for compliance with regulations imposed on federal or state government contractors other than standard U.S. CCR/SAM certifications applicable to small business; any purchase where we must furnish an apostilled or consularized document, or an invoice or document in a language other than English.

**Minimum Order Amount $4,494.**

### Part # | Description | Models | First Year Qty | First Year License | Renewal Qty | Renewal License | Total Amount
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
90ASLARG | Analytic Solver Large-Scale V2019 | All | $9,369.00 | $1,244.00 | $2,494.00 | $625.00 | $13,469.00
90ASCOMP | Analytic Solver Comprehensive V2019 | All | $6,244.00 | $1,244.00 | $2,494.00 | $625.00 | $10,494.00
40ASDATAI | Analytic Solver Data Mining V2019 | N/A | $2,494.00 | $1,244.00 | $2,494.00 | $625.00 | $6,244.00
30ASSIMUI | Analytic Solver Simulation V2019 | All | $2,494.00 | $1,244.00 | $2,494.00 | $625.00 | $6,244.00
20ASOPTIM | Analytic Solver Optimization V2019 | All | $2,494.00 | $1,244.00 | $2,494.00 | $625.00 | $6,244.00
10ASOLVEI | Analytic Solver Upgrade V2019 | All | $1,244.00 | $625.00

### FOR MICROSOFT EXCEL + CLOUD VERSION^ |

Each license lasts for one year and includes upgrades and technical support.

**FOR MICROSOFT EXCEL + CLOUD VERSION^**

| Part # | Description | Models | First Year Qty | First Year License | Renewal Qty | Renewal License | Total Amount |
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
215RASON | RASON Dedicated Server (opt + sim + data mining) | All | $6,244.00 | $1,244.00 | $2,494.00 | $625.00 | $10,494.00
230SDKP | Solver SDK Platform V2019 (optim + simul, RASON) | All | $2,494.00 | $1,244.00 | $2,494.00 | $625.00 | $6,244.00
240XMSD | XLMiner SDK Platform V2019 (fore/data/text mining) | N/A | $2,494.00 | $1,244.00 | $2,494.00 | $625.00 | $6,244.00
220SDKP | Solver SDK Pro V2019 (optimization + simulation) | All | $1,244.00 | $625.00
245XMSD | XLMiner SDK Pro V2019 (forecasting / data mining) | N/A | $1,244.00 | $625.00

### ANALYTIC SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT KITS

### DUAL-USE LARGE-SCALE SOLVER ENGINES*

| Part # | Description | Models | First Year Qty | First Year License | Renewal Qty | Renewal License | Total Amount |
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
040LSLP | Large-Scale LP Solver Engine V2019 Standard* | LP/QP | $4,949.00 | $2,500.00
045LSLP | Large-Scale LP Solver Engine V2019 Extended* | LP/QP | $7,949.00 | $3,750.00
065LGRG | Large-Scale GRG Solver Engine V2019 Extended* | NLP | $3,750.00 | $1,875.00
070LSQP | Large-Scale SQP Solver Engine V2019* | LP/QP/NLP | $5,994.00 | $3,000.00
100KNIT | KNITRO Solver Engine V2019* | LP/QP/NLP | $5,994.00 | $3,000.00
080OPTQ | OptQuest Solver Engine V2019* | NLP | $3,750.00 | $1,875.00
115MSEK | MOSEK Solver Engine V2019 SOC/P/NLP* | LP/QP/NLP | $7,494.00 | $3,750.00
120GURO | Gurobi Solver Engine V2019 - LP/MIP Only* | LP | $10,494.00 | $5,247.00
125GURO | Gurobi Solver Engine V2019 - LP/QP/MIP* | LP/QP | $13,469.00 | $6,735.00
050XPRS | XPRESS Solver Engine V2019 - LP/MIP Only* | LP | $8,994.00 | $4,494.00
055XPRS | XPRESS Solver Engine V2019 - LP/QP/MIP* | LP/QP | $11,544.00 | $5,775.00

The **First Year License** price applies when purchasing a license for the first time, or more than 30 days after a previously-purchased license expires. The **Renewal License** price applies when purchasing a license extension whenever your current (First Year or Renewal) license is still unexpired. Single user license prices are listed above. **Multiple-User** (concurrent) licenses are 2.5X above prices, and may be entered as license quantities.

^ Includes (resource-limited) access to Frontline's cloud servers to run optimization, simulation, data mining models during license term.

* Solver Engines require Analytic Solver Comprehensive, Analytic Solver Optimization, or Solver SDK Platform to run.

**Subtotal**

**Sales Tax**

**Total**

### Purchase Orders

Signed / authorized PO document required. All exceptions to Frontline's Standard Terms and Conditions must be agreed in writing.

### Checks / Wires

Checks payable to Frontline Systems, Inc. For wire information please call or email us.

### Download Only

All products are offered via electronic download only. We do not ship CDs or manuals except by custom agreement.

### Credit Card Orders

(MasterCard, Visa, American Express)

| Cardholder's Name | Expiration Date | Card Security Code |
--- | --- | ---
Card # | | |
Billing Address for card | | |
City / State / Zip Code | | |